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SOMALI PIRACY IN 2017
Every year the approach of spring heralds the start of the Med season and many 
yachts start to plan their annual return to Europe.  For the past decade, piracy 
has caused serious concerns for a number of yacht Captains planning their re-

turn to the Mediterranean where passing the Somali coastline has posed a 
significant threat of being hijacked by pirates. Ed Hill reports.
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DESPITE REPORTS OF GLOBAL PIRACY BEING AT THEIR  
lowest levels for 21 years, the prospect of transiting close to 
the Horn of Africa continues to alarm the most seasoned 
Captain. In the past two years, piracy in this region has 
been on the rapid decline.  

This decline comes as a result of an 
international effort to curb the unabated amount 
of pirate attacks on shipping. At one stage the 
piracy problem spiralled so far out of control 
that some yacht owners completely stopped 
taking their yachts to these waters while others 
employed private armed guards to protect their 
yachts from attack.  

At the end of 2011 when piracy reached its 
peak, eleven vessels and 216 hostages were being 
held in Somalia, earning an average ransom of $2 
million per ship.  Somalia’s lawless nature along with 
its status as a failed state allowed piracy to flourish.  Once 
released, many hostages complained of being poorly treated 
with accusations of torture and some claimed that food was so 
scarce they were forced to eat rats. Fast forward to 2017 and the Somali 
piracy problem has significantly diminished.  An increased naval presence in 
the area along with the widespread use of on board armed security guards has 
resulted in a massive decline in the number of attacks. With the last hijacking 
taking place over two years ago, some may argue that Somali piracy has been 
eradicated completely.

Cutting costs
The reduction in attacks has resulted in some yachts scaling down their usual 
security measures with some cutting fuel costs by taking the risk of sailing 
closer to the Somali coastline.   Other yachts have opted to transit without 
employing an on board security team.  Captain Eric Petitjean of the yacht MY 
Jade 959 recently made the decision to sail through the Gulf of Aden without 
any additional security.  

Captain Petitjean states “it was too inconvenient and costly for us to use 
security guards so we decided not to take them.  We blocked all access to the 
yacht, locked all doors, had bullet proof jackets on the bridge and prepared two 
Molotov cocktails on each side of the passerelle ready to be used.  Throughout 
the passage we were in constant contact with UKMTO and were regularly 
passed by a number of patrolling warships.  This made us feel safe and gave us a 
sense of reassurance; I would definitely do this again”. 

The demise in Somali piracy has led to some yacht Captain’s cutting costs 
in security however a number of questions continue to be raised regarding the 
stagnation of insurance premiums for yachts passing through areas of ‘high risk’.  

Yacht Investor’s insurance expert Tom Montgomery of CKRE states that the 
increase in pirate attacks over the past decade have affected marine insurance 
market largely regarding the underwriting considerations, terms of cover and 
the premiums payable by the ship owners. 

Actuaries and Underwriters live for statistics and there has 
been a huge challenge to assess the cost of piracy due to lack 

of data. Ship owners have little incentive to bring to the 
attention of the insurers that they have been attacked 

and to make known the amounts paid in ransom and 
stolen goods, and even reporting the close calls may 
affect the owner’s insurance premiums; unless 
they are huge claims.

A piracy working party predicted that in 
2010 an average piracy claim cost around $9m, 
with a hit rate of about 2.2% combined with 
a ‘success’ rate of 29%. The estimate of the 
kidnap and ransom cost per vessel came to about 

$60,000. 
The randomness of the pirates’ methods and 

target  around specific regions, such as the Med make 
it difficult, and moreover for seafarers it is important 

as the insurers would strive to recover the lost or stolen 
properties and bring the offenders to the court in order to 

minimize the insurance premiums..
l Marine Insurance policies for piracy attacks are more flexible, and the 
level of risk and the coverage can be more correctly underwritten and 
therefore more conciliatory priced.
l The policies of Maritime Insurance are typically paid per transit, and 
underwriters often charge additional premium for trips through high-risk 
areas.
l It’s about entirely free of any ambiguity and uncertainty that customers 
and insurance companies have regarding the scale of any liability on a claim.
l This provides the right combination of coverage considering war and 
kidnap & ransom cover.
Overall, the lack of data and other issues place considerable uncertainty 

around the cost of mitigation”.  While the recent reduction in the number of 
pirate attacks is welcome, it is clear that insurance companies still regard the 
region to pose a high risk with most insurers insisting that a yacht carries a team 
of armed security guards on board.  

Other experts argue that Somali piracy has been suppressed but not 
eradicated.  A report by Ocean’s Beyond Piracy indicates that the criminal 
gangs who were originally behind piracy are still active in Somalia and have not 
gone away.  International efforts may have temporarily contained piracy at sea 
however in mainland Somalia, little has changed.

The recent demise of Somali piracy is certainly a major step forward and 
no seafarer would wish to return to the days where pirates ravished the seas.  
However, Somalia is an impoverished country plagued by war.  The rewards of 
piracy are high and these rewards must be tempting in a country that is stricken 
by poverty.  Consequently, we should not totally let down our guard. 

Ed Hill is Managing Director of superyacht security company Intrepid Risk Management. A former 
sniper in the Royal Marines Commandos, Ed has a Masters’ Degree in Maritime Security.  He can be 
contacted by visiting intrepid-risk.com


